Secret service phone Tap

Have you ever heard the expression, “Smile you’re on camera?” Well most,
if not all of us have, and we know it to mean; “If you think about committing
a crime here, we will have you recorded.” Well, I’m not sure if there is such
an expression when it comes to someone secretly eavesdropping on your
phone conversation, but this is what your pastors are doing.
I remember years ago Denis completely opened it up for all the members to
come directly to him, hence, bypassing the direct chain of command of their
pastor, or so it seems. This had to be done because so many of the members
were having problems with their local pastor and Denis had to create a
diversion in the form of appeasement.
Allowing the members to call Denis directly: #1 Made the members feel as
though Denis was on their side. #2 Made it as though Denis was actually
concerned about their wellbeing. #3 Helped Denis put out fires that the
pastors just couldn’t contain or put out because the situation directly involved
him and that particular member. #4 Allowed Denis to continue being a control
freak, and want it all.

What you didn’t know!

9 times out of 10, that personal phone call to Denis was also being observed
by another person; that other person being “YOUR PASTOR!” Here’s how it
works: The unsuspecting church member calls up Denis and speaks with him
concerning their current issues. During the conversation, Denis will tell you
to hold, he has another call and needs to switch over. OK, no problem,

everyone gets the occasional second call when they are on the phone. What
you don’t know is that once Denis comes back on the line to begin talking,
someone else is there lurking in the telecommunication shadow.
In that brief time that the member was put on hold, Denis dialed their pastor
on a three way phone call. With their phone on “Mute,” the pastor freely
listens intently to what the member is saying about them. After the call is
complete, he dismisses the member, and usually tells them to “Just keep
praying,” (knowing nothing will ever work out to their benefit). Denis then
confronts the pastor concerning the call, and instructs him on how to deal
with that particular member. So much for your privacy!

